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ABSTRACT

In assessing present utilization of a stock of pink
shrimp (Penaeidae) that supports an important com
mercial fishery in the eastern Gulf of Mexico. the inter
action of population growth and mortality is critically
analyzed. Estimates of the parameters involved were
secured through a mark-recapture experiment wherein
a biological stain served as the marking agent. The
experiment was oriented in space and time so that ex
ploitation of the marked population. which initially
consisted of individuals uniform in size, provided
measures of growth and mortality in the parent age
group during and immediately following its transition
from prerecruit to postrecruit status. Throughout the
experiment, the entire stock as well as the marked popu-

Broadly speaking, the basic goal of biological
resenrch undertltken by the Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries is to gain the best possible understanding
of how fishing IlIld the principl11 environmental
factors (once they I1re determined) govern the
size of conllnercial fishery resources, and hence
the yield of fish and fishery products. Its a.ttn,in
menlo would, theoretien.lly, enable us to establish
guidelines for nlltintn,ining auy resource Itt about
that level where production or, perhaps, economic
lldvantltge is highest,. One should not gain the
impression, however, that sueh It level can be held
statie over long periods of time, but recognize in
stenod that it is subject to fluctul1.t.ion from yeiU' to
year in response to an everchanging environment
and t,hereby presupposes eontinunl readjustment,
of fishing int,ensity.

Ut.ilization is associl1ted very closely with the
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lation were heavily fished. Upon examining the ques
tion of whether or not the fishery's production could be
improved by postponing the start of fishing until the
shrimp reach a size greater than the 70 headless-count
designation now generally viewed as a practicable
minimum, it was noted that expected growth, although
relatively high. would be insufficient to offset sub
stantial losses due to expected natural mortality.
Even with a moderate increase in growth rate, an
appreciably reduced natural mortality would have to be
indicated before such a move could be considered
feasible. Maximum potential yield in both weight
and value is obtained with the minimum acceptable
size that the fishery currently imposes.

concept of resource maintenance. In the con
notat,ion of the phrase "eonservntion of naturn.
resourees," maintenance and utilizn.t.ion are, in
fnct, not mutun.lly exclusive. But, it is always
likely thltt long before research can produce it
scheme for effective resource nlllintenallce, it will
provide ad interim some indiclttion of how a re
source should be best ut.ilized. Fishery research,
which largely embraces the field of population
ecology (including dynamies), beeomes most
efficient when it progrtuns for short-term or inter
medil1te tlS well as long-term objeetives. It. is
noteworthy thn,t, the processes of lwhieving both
types of objectives very often require the same
bltsic datiL

For nearly as long as Gulf of 1'1exieo shrimp
resources have been exploited, concern hns pre
vailed ItS to whether they hnve alwllYs been
utilized to best advantage. MI1.ny believe that,
the minimum size of commercially aecept,able
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shrimp should be increased, t.hat. the harvesting of
any age group (or "brood") should be delayed
until, by virt.ue of n high growt.h pot.ential, maxi
mum (or at least. n greater) weight or biomass is
reached. Phrased more simply, the quest.ion
posed and heret.ofore not. answered sat.isfact.orily
is: At. whnt size per individual should nn age
group of shrimp begin to be harvest.ed so ns t.o
realize the maximum yield from that group during
its life span?

This question hns important, economic impliea
tions and requires that we underst.nnd the relation
ships between, and can measure, the rntes of two
concurrent biologieal processes: (1) GrO'wth, the
increase in shrimp size pe,r individual per unit time,
and (2) -mortality, the numbers of shrimp dying
per unit time (particularly due to natural causes).

Over the years, fishery biologists have found
population growth and mortality paramet.ers
highly elusive. Reeently, however, as part of its
long-range shrimp research program, the Bureau of
Commercial Fisheries perfected a very satisfactory
process of marking shrimp that now permits
such parameters to be approximated by the useful
mark-recapture technique. The marking system
proving so successful is the stain-injection method.
Menzel (1955) is generally credited as having eon
ceived its use on shrimp; Dawson (1957) as having
substantiat,ed its potential by means of laboratory
experimentation; and Costello (1959, 1964) and
Costello and Allen (1960) as having developed its
large-scale application afield.

This paper first presents the results of a mark
reeapture experiment with a rather well-defined
stock of pink shrimp, Penaeu8 dnoraT/un. Burken
road, which supports an important commercial
fishery in southwest Florida, the widely known
Tortugas fishery. After documenting the re
quired estimates .of growth and mortality, the
paper then describes their synt,hesis t,hrough a
theoretical yield equation to attempt. an answer
to the question stated earlier. In so doing, it.
draws in small pa.rt on the results of yet another
m9r~~-reCfl.pturccXpc.rinlcnt. conduct.ed tvit.h t.hesilfi16

species, but for a different purpose, just prior to the
one of primary interest.

Though it. was classified as merely preliminnry
and expanded efforts were to be scheduled only if
it, achieved any reasonnble degree of sueeess, the
Tort.ugas experiment proved successful well be
yond our somewhat modest expectations. The
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qualit.y of t.he resulting dat.n is reflected in the kind
of t.reatment, they are given here. Such extensive
treatment., regardless of t.he experiment's outcome,
had not been anticipated in advanc.e.

TORTUGAS MARK-RECAPTURE
EXPERIMENT

DESCRIPTION AND REGULATION OF FISHERY

Lying west. of Key West., Fla., rea,ching little
beyond the 30-fathom contour, and extending not
much farther northward than the 25th pltrallel,
the Tort.ugas trawling grounds seasonally ex
perienee some of the most intense shrimp fishing
seen in the Gulf of Mexico (fig. 1). Stimulating
this activity is the appearance of large numbers of
subadult pink shrimp which emerge in closely
spaced surges from the shallow "nursery" grounds
in Florida Bay to the east. 1 Although matur
ing shrimp may enter the fishing grounds at all
seasons, it is in September-March that migrations
are great,est. and fishing is heaviest. Practically
all fishing occurs at night when the pink shrimp
is most active and hence most. vulnerable. Like
its close relative the brown shrimp, P. azteClts
Ives, this species usually burrows and is therefore
comparatively inaccessible during the hours of
daylight.

Most trawlers operating on the Tortugas and
adjacent grounds are of the characteristic Florida
design (fig. 2). For all practieal purposes they
are nearly uniform in size and power, and employ
fishing gear of roughly t,he same specifications
(Iversen and Idyll, 1959; Kutkuhn, 1962).

The Tort,ugas fishery together with a lesser one,
the Sanibel fishery, which is centered roughly 100
nautical miles to the north, did not become well
established until the early 1950's (Idyll, 1957). A
question oft.en raised and now being examined is
whether populations supporting both fisheries are
genetically discrete, or whether they are con
tinuous-even though continuity may prevail
only at widely spaced life history stages. Evi
dence acquired 1.0 date tends to :i'upport the. as
sumption made in t.his study that the Tortugas
fishery largely depends on a stock of pink shrimp
which i~ essentially separate from that sustaining
the Sanibel fishery (Costello and Allen, 1960 j

1961).

\ Idyll (1957). Dobkin (.lilt'll). and Cummings 111l6l) should be consulted lor
a detuile-d fleeount of pink shrimp lifl' history.
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FIGURE l.-General area in which mark-recapture experiments were conducted. Large numerals (1-4) identify
coastal subareas employed in tabulating fishery statistics. Data shown in subarea 2 refer to the Tortugas ex
periment (September- December 1961), those in subarea 4 to the San ibel experimen t (December 1960-June 1961).

Annually contributing about 10 percent to the
total Gulf production of shrimp, landings in the
Tortugas fishery reached a peak of 23.6 million
pounds in 1960, having risen from almost a record
low of 12.9 million pounds the year before. The

latter value represented a 44-percent drop from
the previous high of 23.0 million pounds landed in
1958.2 Since 1956 the fishery has seemingly had

2 Source: Gulf coast shrimp data, published monthly by the Branch of
Fishery Statistics, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.
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FIGURE 2.-Double-rip;ged, Florida-type tra,,-lers predominate in the Gulf of Mexico shrimp fleet.

to rely to an increasing extent on small shrimp to
keep production at a profitable level (Kutkuhn,
] 962).

Believing that utilization might be improved by
inhibiting the harvest of small shrimp, the Florida
State Board of Conservation established in 1957
what is called a "control" area (Ingle, Eldred,
Jones, and Hutton, 1959, figs. 1-3). This area
was so situated that the preponderance of shrimp
pnt.prina thp ()npn flc:hina O'l'()llnr!c: ()c:tpnc:ihlv
---~~----b --- .... ....r-~ ---~---b b-~J~--~~ ...,,-..."' ............---...,-J
migrated through it. Fishing was not to be per
mitted in the control area whenever periodic
SU1'\Teys disclosed that the shrimp therein were
smaller than the size at which 50 headless and
uniformly sized individuals weigh 1 pound. This
regulatory concept was revised in mid-1961 when
the Board delineated a permanently closed con-
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servation area which incorporated part of the
earlier control area and extended the latter's
boundaries to enclose all of Florida Bay (fig. 1).
Also circumscribed was a less extensive manage
ment (control) area from which only shrimp of 60
"headless-count" or larger may be taken.

MARKING PHASE

The Tortugas mark-recapture experiment was
r!pc:io'npr! t() t,,,k-P ('()n1nlpt,p "r!v"nt.>lap. ()f t.hp................-b "' _-- - -~-r--- ---------0- ~- ---

physical and regulatory features of the fishery.
Shrimp destined to make up the experimental
population were to be captured, marked, and
released just prior to the onset of heaviest expected
fishing intensity. Concentrations of precom
mercial-size shrimp moving through the State
management area offered the opportunity to
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establish an experimental population from which
could be obtained meitsures of growth and mor
tality in the parent population before and during
I1S well as after its tritnsition from prerecruit to
postrecruit status.

Accordingly, operations using fo,cilities provided
by the Bureau's MjV Ge01'ge !1.. BOWe1'8 got under
wny on September 18, 1961, with the first releases
of morked shrimp being made 2 days later.
Shrimp were enptured with small-mesh trawls
hauled for very short intervals of time (frequently
not more than 2 minutes) to minimize injury
caused by compression in the net. To insure thitt
only shrimp in prime condition entered the experi
ment, cittehes were held in titnks of cireulating sea
wnter for periods of at leitst 12 hours. After all
weak and dying individuitls had been removed, the
remainder was sorted' so thitt only those falling
into it specified size mnge (total length) were
retitined for marking. This range WitS arbitrnrily
set using as a point of reference the modollength
of available shrimp, such length having been
determined by snmpling cat,ehes made itt t,he start
of operations. Grnded individuals were then
marked by enrefully injeeting small quantities of a
0.25-percent aqueous solution of Trypan blue stidn.
Groups of nlluked shrimp were observed for o,t
least 4 hours before being released, only the most
vigorous individuitls itt the end of that time being
select.ed for the experiment. These were released
in lots of 100 at seattered sites and at irregulnrly
spaeed intervals during the marking period by
means of It speciltl releitse box (Costello, 1964).
This device permitted the experimental shrimp
to be returned directly to the bottom from whence
they came (the depth being about 1~ fnthoms),
and precluded large-scnle losses due to predation
by fishes Itnd birds that would have oeeurred had
t,he shrimp been relellsed nt the surface. Under
water movies taken during this operation reveal
thitt nlltrked shrimp releitsed from the box immedi
ately burrowed into t,he bottom, thereby satisfying
the assumpt,ion thitt predation losses were, for all
practieal purposes, nonexistent. Beeltuse of judi
cious handling, selection, and release of the experi
mental material, it is hereitlltfter assumed that the
total number of mu.rked shrimp reintroduced into
the parent population represented the actual or
"effective" size of the marked population estitb
lished during the marking period.

In the mIlliner just described, au experimentnl
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population of 2,090 individuals was creitted within
a 4-dity period. Figme 1 shows the generalloca
tion of capture and release sites. Mensurements
from an accumulation of small samples drnwn
each time a group of shrimp was released provided
essential information concerning the population's
length and weight Itttributes at the start of the
experiment (tnble 1).

COMMERCIAL FISHING OPERATIONS DURING
EXPERIMENT

Greatly influeneing the outcome ns well ItS the
utility of results of experiments like the present
one itre the amount and distribution of recaptme
effort relative to the distribution of the experi
mental population. With all other potential
sources of bias inoperative or satisfactorily ac
counted for, the rate at which marked individmtls
are reenptmed becomes simply It function of the
probability of recapture.3 An index of this
probability is, logicitlly, the intensity of fishing
or, in a rather restricted area such as is involved
here, the fishing effort. A major problem is thitt
the fishing effort often does not remitin constant
and thereby confounds the probability of re
captme. It must be assumed at the outset, of
eourse, that the experimental population soon
reintermingles with itnd behaves in the same
manner ItS the parent population (itge group) from
which it WItS temporarily removed.

Detltiled information of fishing operations during
the TOl'tugas experiment WIts provided by the
Burenu of Commercial Fisheries Bmnch of
Fishery Stlttistics which hIts itgents stlttioned at
major Gulf ports, including Key West, Fort

TABLE I.-Sex, len.gth, and weight data from samples of the
marked popu.lation at the beginning of the Tortugas experi
ment, middle of week ending Sept. 23. 1962
[Number in marked population: ~.090. Estimated sex ratio: 60d':4091

NUIll- Carapace length' Total length Total weight
Sex ber

saln-
pled Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range

----------------
Mm. J\lm. J\lm. J\-Im. G. G.Male ___________ 1118 19.2 17.9-20.1 90.1 84. ~-94.1 5.9 4. 8-t1. 8

Felllale ________ 110 19.5 18.5-20.2 88.9 84.2-94.1 6.0 5.~-tI. 7
-----------------

TotaL. __ ~i8 19.3 17. 9-~0. 2 89.6 84.2-94.1 5.9 4. fHl. 8

I Carapace. length is detiued as the straight-line distance from the posrero
most edge of the orbit to the posterior edge of the carapa~ where it intcrSl'cts
the middorsal line.

3 Throughout this report. "recapture" refers to the marked shrimps' capture
by the fIShing gear: in contrast. "recovery" refers to their subsequent detec-
tion in commercial catches (or landings). .
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and
A A _

confidence interval (X): X ± tN-vvC'x)

where t is the value of t.he normal deviate corre
sponding to the desired confidence probability.

The TortUgltS experiment lasted about 14
weeks; t.able 2 gives effort st.atistics and est,i
mat.es, toget.her with tot.al landings, for each
week plus the two t.hat immediitt.ely preceded the
start of the experiment.. To provide some indi
cation of how the effort was distributed on the
fishing grounds, the weekly totnls are also appor
tioned (on the bitsis of int.erview dn.ta) among t.h1'ee

well-defined depth zones. Landing figures are
not estimates but accumulations of actual catch
weights obtained through a cont.inuing canvass
of all processing plants.

One other matter that will warrant considera
tion in a later section relates to the stage in age
group development at which the member shrimps'
commercial acceptanee becomes complete, or
selectivit.y no longer const.it.utes a factor. As
employed here, the word "selectivity" does not.
refer to the selective properties of fishing gear
but means, rather, the purposeful avoidance of
shrimp of undesirable size even though they may
be largely vulnerable to the gear in general use.
Such selection is ordinarily accomplished by
sorting cat.ches or by test fishing for aggregations
in which most individuals are of marketable size.

Unfort.unately, the minimum marketable size
of shrimp varies within the industry (or according
to State law) from area to area around the Gulf,
and in some localities may be only vaguely
defined (or not stringently enforced). During
the Tortugas experiment the fishery did not
recognize a specific minimum size, with t.he result.
that sorting catches for the purpose of discarding
small shrimp was not practiced. In fact, the
only form of selection eviden1. was the weekly
expendit.ure of comparat.ively small amounts of
fishing effort prior t.o the period in which the
greater proportion of available shrimp reached a
size of about 70 headless-count.

Examination of size (weight) frequency curves
obtained from landings during the study period
disclosed that selective fishing solely for medium
and large shrimp was, practically speaking, in
operative (fig. 3). It suggested further t.hat
shrimp somewhat below the size designated herein
as the minimum acceptable size (70 headless
count) were, if not entirely, almost wholly vul
nerable and actively sought out, by a sizeable
though undet.ermined portion of the fishing fleet.
Figure 3 clearly shows that small (in many
instances, very small) shrimp predominated in
Tortugas cat,rhes during the last 15 weeks of 1961.
This fact lends credibility to the assumption that
bias due to the selective action of the fishing gear
.was negligible and that the retrieval of marked
shrimp of a size well below that tacitly set as a
commercial minimum was almost entirely governed
by the probability of a piece of gear encountering
and capturing them, even though such probability

i=I,2,3, .. . n
"\ _ Nil
.\.=Nx=-~ £1n 1

where N is the t.otal number of trips by individual
t.rawlers to the fishing grounds, Xi is the number
of t.rip-hours fished as reported by the captain of
the i tb vessel ent.ering a weekly sample, and x=,

n
~ J~i

_1__ is the sample est.imate of the mean number
n

of hours actually spent fishing during each trip.
The only difficulty aros,e when "uninterviewed"
trips (N-n) extended over periods of more
t.han 1 ealendar week. In such cases, fractional
trips for each of any 2 adjoining weeks had to be
designated. These fractions were then summed
together with trips contained entirely within
respective weeks to obtain the weekly tot.als.
Variances of t.he sample estimates were also
calculated and, under the assumpt.ion of negligible
or const.ant sampling bias, provided the estimates
of t.ot.al effort with an index of reliability. Hence

Myers, and Tampa, Fla. Est.imates of t.he total
effort expended weekly on the Tortugas grounds
had to' be projected from sample interviews (n)
wit,h trawler captains landing their catches at.
these ports. The procedure simply consisted of
estimating from the sample data the average
number of hours fished during each fishing trip
and multiplying this by the -total number of
trips as determined by It canvass of processing
plant reeords. Thus, the t.otal hours fished in any
week is given by
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TABLE 2.-Commercial shrimping operations in anlf of Mexico statistical subareas 1-3 (Dry Tortugas-Marqnesas) du7'ing
September-December 1961

Item

9-1l 9-16 9-23\

Week ending

10-7 10-14 10-21 10-28

Totalnumher 01 trips (Nl-----------------------.------- 41 77 81 88 80 88 35 115Number 01 trips sampled (n) •• • • __ ._______ 7 15 21 19 23 ' 27 16 26
MOiln number 01 hours fished per trip (X) •••-.---.------- 28.8 35.8 26.0 31. 8 49.7 32.1 26.2 32.9
VarianceolmeanvCi>- •.• • .______________________ 22.0 10.8 5.8 20.1 8.1 6.9 5.8 3.1
Cocffirient of variatlon._•• . . , 0.16 0.09 0.09 0.14 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.05

Estimated total effort in hours (.YP ... ._ l,IRO±250 2,760±330 2,110±250 2,l!OO±510 3.980±290 2,82O±300 920±110 3,780±270-at: 0-10 lathoms••• .• .• ., . __ .
11-20 lathoms .____________________________ 1,180 2,760 2.110 2,600 3,720 2.770 920 3,780
21-30 fothoms. . . 200 260 50 • _

Percent 01 total eIYort In Subarea 3.._ 1 1 I 9 5 7 3 10
Totallandings' . ._______ 42.1 287.9 301.6 212.2 227.3 179.9 72.8 411.8

Week ending

Item
11-4 11-11 11-18 11-25 12-2 12-1l 12-16 12-23 12-30

Total number of trips (NJ .••••------------ 97 206 270 177 175
Numher 01 trips sampled (n) ••• 20 62 97 69 37
Mean numbcr 01 hours flshed per trip (x). 41.7 28.3 37.3 30.7 39.9
Varianeeofmeanvfx) •• .__ 12.1 3.2 3.2 3.7 10.0
Cocfficientofvariation.. .. 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.08

Estimated total effort in l,ouTs (X), ._ 4.040±440 5.830±480 10,070±6S0 5.430±440 6,9l\O±730-at: 0-10 lathoms . . . • . • _
11-20 fathoms•• ._ 3.680 5,600 8,760 4,890 6,840
21-30 lathoms•• 360 230 1,310 540 140

Percent 01 total ct"fort in Subarea 3________ S 3 6 9 I
Totallandings'_.___________________ 365.3 680.2 763.7 215.8 240.1

1 Week in which experiment began.
'O.~O confidence Intervals.
'ThouS8nns of pounds (whole shrimp).

201 217 161 67
53 74 48 2

44.4 42.1 35.9 24.0
6.3 3.0 3.3 23.3

0.06 0.04 0.05 0.20
8,92\l±650 9,140±480 5,7l!oO±380 1. 610±420

180 330 80 390
8,060 7,820 5,380 1,190

680 990 320 ------------
6 4 8 I

467.3 433.1 189.9 39.0

was represented in part by purposively selective
effort. It follows that the likelihood of recaptures
being subsequently recovered from commercial
landings had to be presumed essentially constant·
throughout the experiment regardless of shrimp
SIze.

RECOVERY PHASE

Extensive publicity coverage. preceded and con
tinued during the experiment. With the as
sistance of the Bureau's Bra.nches of Fishery
Stat.istics and Market News, cooperation in the
retrieval of st,ained shrimp was solicited through
con'espondence, market reports, and personal
interview from all industry segments as well as
from Sta.te conservation agencies and the Gulf
States l\'Iarine Fisheries Commission. The press,
radio, and television provided additional coverage.
A reward of $2 was offered for the return of any
marked shrimp when accompanied by information
regarding its place and date of eapture. Posters
to this effect (fig. 4) were conspicuously placed in
all processing plants adjacent to the area in which
the experiment took plaee. Close contaet with
fishermen and processors was maintained at all
times.

Return of marked shrimp began immediately

DYNAMICS OF" A PENAEID SHRIMP POPULATION

with 47 having been recovered before the end of
the experiment's first week, referred to herein as
the "period of release." Fortuitously, t-he State
management area in which the marked shrimp were
released (fig. 1) was opened to commercial fishing
2 days after the exp'eriment got- underway. In
all, 443 or 21 percent of the total number liberat-ed
were eventually recaptured and returned for
verification.4 Daily distribution of rec.aptures is
shown in figure 5. To facilitate subsequent
analysis, they are grouped by calendar weeks
(top of fig. 5).

Recovery continued st-rong for the first- 8 weeks,
reaehing a peak during the sixth week and then
dropping sharply (fig. 5). No marked shrimp were
recovered after the 13th week. This o,brupt at
tenuation reflected a real decline in the experi
ment-al population since associated recapture
(fishing) effort did not decrease but rose signifi
cantly. Emigration of marked shrimp from the
range of effective fishing effort appeared negligible
(fig. 1), with no individuals being taken beyond 20
fathoms (only two outside 15 fathoms) or north of
the 25th parallel despite measurable expenditures
of effort at bot-h loeations (table 2). In general,

• One marked shrimp returned 3 months alter recapture was not included
In subsequent analyses.
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FIGURE 3.-Wcekly commercial Ctttch and effort statist.ics
from the Tortugas pink shrimp fishery (statistical
Subareas 1-3), Sept.ember-De~ember1961.
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Notify by mail the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, No. I Rickenbacker Causeway,

Miami, Florida, or contact any Fish and Wildlife Service agent at port of landing.

Please include name of vessel with the information submitted.

Shrimp have been marked with blue and green biological stains to obtain infor

mation on movements, growth. and rate of harvest. The color appears only on both

sides of the head (in the gills I as shown in the illustration.

A reward of $2.00 will be paid for stained shrimp when returned with the following

information:

FIGURE 4.-Typical poster advertising reward for the
return of marked shrimp. Blue stain was employed in
both the Tortugas and Sanibel experiments.
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what.lit.de movement was observed for the marked
shrimp during the course of the experiment seemed
t.o be in a ,vest-northwest.erly direct.ion. As will be
shown later, the week in which most marked
shrimp were recaptured (sixth week, October
22-28) coineided with thll,t during which the pre
ponde1'lmee of the experimental population nt
tnined the "minimum" commercial'size designnted
earlier. In other words, selective fishing by a
heretofore undetermined portion of t.he fishing
fleet censed to be a fnctor at approximately this
T'to"~'n ..
PV.Ll.I.Uo

Slightly less thnn three-fourths of the marked
returns were deteded while handling catches at
sea. Becnuse of t.he consistently smnll size of
shrimp tll,ken during the experiment (fig. 3), the
gren,t majority of catches had to undergo complete
proeessing ashore.. Such t.reatment ent.ailed re
moving the head of each shrimp by hand, Itn
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operation usually undertaken aboard the fishing
vessel when most of the eatch consists of medium
size or larger shrimp. Regardless of where be
heo.ding takes place, however, the chances of
deteeting marked specimens in the process are
always very good to excellent. Under the con
ditions prevailing in most processing phmts they
are highest. All recovered shrimp not found at
sea by vessel crews were later retrieved by plant
personnel.

So far as is known, only a small fraction of all
landings made within the study period escaped
such close scrutiny, this occurring when landings
infrequently had to be shipped directly to canneries
located on the northern Gulf coast.

SANIBEL MARK-RECAPTURE
EXPERIMENT

Though specifically designed for another pur
pose, the Sanibel experiment yielded growth data
that proved useful in corroborating comparable
data derived from the Tortugas experiment. By
way of providing a brief description, the former
experiment began about 9 months before the latter
and extended over the period December 1960 to
June 1961. In an attempt to determine the mi
gration patterns of juvenile pink shrimp as they
leave estuaries in the vicinity of Sanibel Island,
Fla., 32,900 shrimp were marked with Trypan blue
stain and released in Pine Island Sound. Com
mercial fishermen subsequently reeaptured 155
(or 0.5 percent) Itt the locations indicated in
figure 1.

Individuals making up the experimental popula
tion were first graded to uniform size though not
nearly so carefully as those selected for the Tortu
gas e~:periment. A sample of 463 specimens taken
at the experiment's start r~vealed a mean total
length and corresponding weight of 75.3 mm. and
3.5 g., respectively.. Sexes occurred in the esti
mated ratio of 46 males to 54 females.

ESTIMATION OF GROWTH

METRIC CONVERSIONS

Solution of the yield equation employed in a
later section postulo.tes that the average growth of
each individliltl making up the population of
intel'est be expressible in terms of weight, and that

D\~NAMICS OF" A PENAEID SHRIMP POPULATION

the average relationship between an individual's
weight and length be firmly established.

Since it is ordinarily impractical to measure pre
cisely in the field the weight of animals as small as
shrimp, sampled individuals for the most part, must
be meo,sured as to leilgth at the sampling site, or
preserved (rarely frozen) and later measured, again
according to some length eriterion, at a more con
venient time and place. Subsequently required in
either case are appropriate means for converting
length to weight units.

Three situations that are met in the course of
studies like the present one, and in shrimp research
generally, may thus be defined. The first entails
reciproeal conversion of the linear size indices
commonly used in shrimp work, viz, total and
carapace length. In this study, for example,
total length was the criterion used to grade
shrimp selected for the Tortugas experiment.
But the sample from which the actual size-range
limits were determined had to be preserved
(formalin) for later measurement under more
favorable conditions. Since the total length of
shrimp so treated cannot be accurately measured
because 'of the distorting and hardening effects of
the preservative, carapace length, which remains
unimpaired, provides the most practicable index
of shrimp size. The statistical relationship
between total length and carapace length serves
to transform either linear dimension to the other
and proves particularly useful when comparing
the results of research in which the methods of
measurement differ from one study to the next.

The two remaining situations prevail where
interest centers on the transformation of linear
to weight units, i.e., (1) from total length
to to~al weight when length measurements
can be made at the time of sampling and (2) from
carapace length to total weight when the sample
material must first be preserved.

Over the period August 1960 t,o January 1961,
and independent of the experiments reported
herein, weight and corresponding length measure
ments were obtained from slightly more than 1,600
pink shrimp sampled from commercial catches
taken along the east and southwest Florida coast
(Biseayne Bay and the Tortugas-Marquesas area,
respectively). An indication of their statistical
strength in terms of sample distribution by sex
and relative size is given in table 3.
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TABLE 3.-DistribuUon by sex. and relative size of pink
ahrim.p sampled (luring 1960-61 in south Florida for
weight and length measurements

Number of Average Number or
Numbcrof Range in 5-1ntll. number or classes

Sex spee.imcns total length specinwns with less
measured length elasses per dass than IS

specimens

:Mm.Male __________ 7:!9 35-175 28 25 3Female________ S88 3';'-215 36 26 3

TotaL.. 1,617 3';'-215 36 45 3

in carapace length (c) do not keep pace with
inereases in total length (0. Note also in the
litrger shrimp a marked sex differential in the
total length-earapace length ratio. Thus, for
shrimp of the same total length, femitles will have
a greater carll,pace length than males, the difference
inereasing with size.

For pink shrimp not exceeding 170 mm. total
length (equivalent to 16 headless-count), the
information provided in figure 6 will permit,
graphically or mathematically, reasonably accu
rate estimation of total length from a known
carapace length. Although precision diminishes
somewhat n,bove this limit, resulting estimates
will still be sufficient for most purposes.

Linear conversions indicated in table 1 and
elsewhere in this study employed the information
given in figure 6.

Weight-Length Relationships

Plots of data categorized as above showed
weight to be a simple power funotion of length.
Either the fitted curves or equations for total
weight ('w) as a function of carapace length
(fig. 7), and as a function of total length (fig. 8)
may be used to estimate weight from either
linear dimension with reaso,nable precision and
accurac.y. Close examination revealed some sea
sonal variation in the relationships, but not
enough to be of practical significance. Sex
differences are clearly evident in each case with
the disparity being particularly prominent in the
total weight-cuntpace ien'gth rittios. Among
shrimp having the same carapace length, males, on
the average, llOt only possess It greater total
length but are heavier than females. It follows,
conversely, that in individuals of the same total
length, the mitles will weigh less than the females
and have a shorter Cltrapace. These differences
should be borne in mind whenever metric conver-

I .. ,c
60

CARAPACE LENGTH
(mm.l

FIGURE 6.-Total length-carapuce length relationship
in pink shrimp.

TOTAL LENGTH-CARAPACE LENGTH RELATION
SHIP

A plot of the mean carapace lengths for each
of 28 male and 36 female, 5-mm. total-length
classes suggested that, the relationship between
the two attributes could be 'best described by a
simple exponential (fig. 6). Up to a total length
of about 150 mm. the relationship for both sexes
appears nearly identical and is, for all practical
purposes, rectilinear. Beyond this length, how
ever, definite curvature indicates that increases
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11.16, compared with t.05 (33 degrees of freedom) =

2.04.J
ESTIMATING GROWTH PARAMETERS AND

FITTING CURVES

Recaptures. from the Tortugas experimental
population provided some of the best data yet
obtained for describing growth in North American
·Penaeidae (table 4). Tn synthesizing these data
for practical application later, a growth differential
between sexes materialized as the only real impedi
ment, there being no evidence of growth inhibition
by the mark employed. Ideally, growth constants
for both sexes should be treated separately (via
sUlllIuation methods) in all yield predictions,
particularly since the maximum size attained by
male shrimp appears to fall far short of that
attained by females (l'e table 3). Whether or not
both sexes have equivalent life expectancies poses
still another argument that would have to be
reconciled. But, to obviate undue complexity
and because breakdown of recapture data by sex

FIGURE S.-Total weight-total length relationship in pink
shrimp.
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FIGURE 7.-Total weight-carapace length relationship in
pink shrimp.
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sions of the types treated here .become necessary.
All length-to-weight conversions required in

subsequent analyses are made with the informa
tion shown in figures 7 and S.

Of part,icular interest in the present study is
whether or not shrimp growth is isometric or, more
specifically, whether or not the total weight-total
length relationships derived above conform to the
well-known cube lltW, viz, w=a[.b, where b=3.
Conformation (or lack thereof) should be acknowl
edged when growth and mortality parameters are
integrated to solve the yield equation referred to
earlier and described in a later section. The fact
that the parameters of the mathematical expres
sions relating total weight to total length proved
almost identical for both sexes (fig. 8) simplified
somewhat their statistical assessment. Upon
being tested with sexes separate or combined, the.
hypothesis of no exponents differing significantly
from b=3 lllld to be rejected. [For sexes com
bined-Ho:b=3.00 when in fact b=3.14-t=
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would hll,ve resulted in diminished reliability of
sample length and weight estimlLtes, each growth
statistic hereinafter computed and substituted in
yield equations reflects 11 compromise or "sexes
combined" situation. Although such statistics
llre in a sense 11rtificial, their use is justified in that
t.hey define the averllge growth patt.ern within the
experimental population during that period when.
the age group represented was enjoying greatest
biomass, WllS most accessible, and its sex ratio had
not yet begun to indicate 11 preponderance of
females. Each estimllte obtained may be viewed
as lying intermedillte between some upper value
for females and a lower value for males.

It follows also that experimental length and
weight data from a sexUlllly heterogeneous popula
tion yield the most reliable growth-parameter
estimates when the sex ratio of marked recaptures
remains constant throughout the experiment. In
the ease of the Tortugas experiment, the sampling
distribution of ratios generated over the period t1-ts
revealed no significant statistical departure when
checked for goodness of fit against the uniform
distribution theorized from the sex ratio established
at the experiment's beginning [;\:2=12.15 compared
with X2'05 (6 degrees of freedom) = 12.59].

TABLE 4.-Mean lengths and 10eights of marked pink shrimp
recaptured dnring successive weeks of the Tortugas experi
ment, September-December 1961 (sexes combined)

of the probable shape of the pink shrimp growth
curve. Subsequent plots of menn weights of
marked shrimp recnptured during successive
time increments within each experiment. suggested
that von Bertalanffy's (1938) growth-in-weight
equation offered, as it has in 11 wide variety of
species, the most meaningful and at the same
time t.he most practical solution to the problem
of 1l1l1thematieally characterizing shrimp growt.h
(fig. 9). In addition to the exponent. b, which is
obtained from the weight-length relationship, the
function itself,

fVl=W",(1-e-K(t-t~»)b,

contains three parameters that are presumed
effect.ively constant when describing growth over
the greater part of the shrimp's life span. W",
represents the asymptotic or maximum weight
att.ained by the average shrimp; K is a coefficient
proportional to the rate of cat.abolism; and t~

defines a hypothetical age at which t.he shrimp's
weight. would have been zero had its growth pat
tern always been the same as that suggested by
the experimental data.5 If growth be assumed
isometric, then b takes the value 3; in the present
case, the estimated value, 3.14, was employed.
For more extensive diseussions on the l'l1tionale
underlying t.he von Bertalanffy equa,tion and the
advant.l1ges that render it pu,rticularly adl1ptable

Week of
experiment

Numbcr Distribu- Mcan Mean
I'1'cap- tion of total weight Range in
tured I males length wcight

Equivalent
numl."'r per

pound
(headless)

TABLE 5.-Mean lengths and weights of marked pink shrimp
rccaptured during sltCCessl:oe 4-wcek periods of the Sanibel
experiment, December 1960-Jlme 1961 (sexes combined)

Equivalent
number

per pound
I.headlessl

Range in
weight

Mean Mean
lcngth weight

I VI

Number Distribu·
recap- tion of
tured malcs

n

Month of
experiment

t,

Perrent Mm. G. G.0•• _________ 14G3 46 75.3 3.5 1. ~- 8.9 20;I. ___ . ______
'I 0 Ill. 7 12.1

--~.- ------- 59
2_~. ________ 4 100 109.1 11. 0 8.2-13. 8 663_. _________ 311 3S 117.5 14.1 7.1-24.8 52
4.. _________ 1 G5 52 123.0 16.3 8.1-29.5 445___________

38 39 136.1 22.5 14.4-40.2 32G___________
6 33 145.8 2i.7 21.~32.5 267___________

'1 0 157.5 35.2 ------------ 21

----1---- --------1----1----

37Ill. 5 18.7-20.2130.4

,Urn.
88.8
90.0
112.5

103.11
106.0
109.8
113.1
118.7
1~3.2

123.4

50

Percent
60
51
54
47
61
55
42
67
67

100

, 325
68
39
15
11

176
35
2'2
6

-Io . _
o

42

0 __ • _
L _
2 _
3 __ . _
4 _
5 _
6 _
7 _
8 _
ll _
10 _
11. . __
12 • __

I Total numl",r of recaptures used lor growth computation (422) doe. not
agree with total numl",r I'1'captured during experiment. (44~1 hCC:1USC hnmk(\j!;e
or other damage pree.ludcd carapace-length measure'ment in some (~O) speci·
Inens.

: Data irom 47 recapturcs combined with sample data (table 1) secured
during period ofrelensc.

• Mcasurements from this specimen excluded from growth computation.
• One other spcc.inll'n (.~ I returned 3 months after recapturc WllS uot in

included in anal)'sis.

Although comparable growth dllta contributed
by the Sanibel experiment did not. meet. the re
quirement. of constant sex rat.io (tnble 5), t.heir
greater t.emporal range gave a better indieat.ion

1 Indicates number of specimens sampled to determinc mean length and
weight or marked shrimp at stllrt of experiment.

, Data from single recaptures not used in ~rowth computation. On" a,l
liitionai specimcn (0") recaptured in 12th month was also disregarded.

• To remiud the readcr that the estimation of growth parameters from mark
recapture experiments necessarily involves the translocation of size and time
axes. the uotation t~ herein replaces the standard f;. The latter represent~

the true popnlation parameter which may be most accurately estimated only
when a reasonably complete series of weight-:tt·age data for a given species is
available. For all practical purposes, it is assumed that the difference
between t~ and t;. or hias. is negligihle.

ThroUllhout this paper, the s~'m\)ols e and In designate. respective!)', the
ba....e of; and abbreviation for, the natural or Nape.rian logarithm.
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provided estimates of K, and the ordinat.e at whieh
the regression line int.ersects In lV~b gave estimates
of ~ (t.able 6). Subst.ituting these in the von
Bert.alanffy equation, theoretieal values for WI

were ca.leulated and" ultimately defined the eurves
depicted in figure 9. It is assumed that t.he values
for the eonst.ant t~, although based on data of
weight at undetermined age, would have compared
reasonnbly well with those obtained had the actual
(rnther than the relative) age at each tt been
known.

From table 6 and figure 9, it may be concluded
thnt the results of both experiment.s are in large
degree mutually corroborat.ive. With the Tor
tugas results arbitrnrily established (on statistical
grounds) ns the standard for comparison, lV.. is
of the SltIne relat.ive order of magnitude while t.he

After adjusting WI and W.. to unity at the be
ginning (tn) of eaeh series of data, the slope of
the linea.r relationship

I Equivalent to a size 0117 headless-count.

Width or
, Dura- exp~ri-

Exp~.riment Season tion mental 11'.. K io
time in-
terval. I
----------

Wreks Weeks o. WrekB
Tortugas _____ Sept.-Dec_____ 12 I 142.0 0.071 0.68
SsnibeL _____ Dec.-June_____ 32 4 35.6 0.339 3.20

TABLE 5.-Pink shrimp growth stat£stics computed from
mean weights of marked shdmp recaptured during SltCCes
sil'e ti7l!f! intervals of the Tortltgas a.nd Sanibel experiments
(sexes combined)

ratio of recaptures remained statie, and the re
sulting mean sample weights display consistent
as well as good reliability. Thus, its estimation
from the somewhat inadequate Sanibel dllta had
to rely on but four pairs of values (from t2-tO),

whereas"that from the superior Tortugas data WI"LS
substantiated by seven pairs (from tl-is). Be
cause of eonsiderably less variation about the
fitted line, the estimate derived from the Tortugas
data is regarded the more stable, and hence the
more meaningful of the two (table 6). When
estimating TV.. , there was no suggestion in the
case of the Tort,ugas data, and only faint evidence
in the Sanibel data, that the fishing gear in gen
eral use was selective for fil,ster-growing individuals
during the early stages of either experiment.
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to incorporation in theoretical population models,
the reader is referred to the works of von Bertll
lanff.v (1957), Beverton and Holt. (1957), Rieker
(1958), nnd Tomlinson nnd Abramson (1961).

Approximations to W.. were obtained by first
transforming the von Bertalanffy equation to a
form linear in W: 'b and then fitting the linear re
gression of W~!:1 on 'lV~/~. The intersection of the
resulting line with that of proportionality yielded,
upon retrnnsformntion, the desired estimlltes
(Beverton and Holt, 1957, p. 283). In effect, the
intersect signifies the npproximate weight at which
the mtio of successive growth increments reaches
unity, i.e., growth is iLrrested ILnd maximum weight
is attained. The slope of the regression line pro
vides an estimate of e-K •

A distinct distldvaantage of this method when
working with datn from miLrk-reeapture experi
ments is the requirement that weights be obtained
for everyone of a reasonnbly wide range of suc
eessive, equal-width time intervnls. Unfortu
nately, lV.. is quite sensitive t.o ehanges in the
slope of the fitted line and therefore has renl
meaning only when the marked population that
yielded the dlltll was Ilt all t.imes eompletely
vulnerable to the sampling (fishing) gellr, the sex

FIGURE 9.-Growth in wt'ight of pink shrimp. Curves
are fitted to mean weights of marked shrimp re
captured during successive time intervl1ls of the
Tortugas and Sanibel experiments (sexes combined).
[Open circles indicl1te weights of single recaptures not
used to fit; curves.]
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growth indices, K, agree surprisingly well (com
parative K from the Sanibel experiment=0.339/
4=0.085). Weekly growth during the Tortugas
experiment averaged roughly 1.5 g. in terms of
weight and about 3.4 mm. in terms of totallellgth.
From a commercial fisherman's viewpoint, the
e~:perimentaldata (table 4) revetl.l that it took 12
weeks for the average shrimp to increase in size
from 123 to 37 count (headless). Observe also
that the minimum commercial size (70 headless
count) in the marked populations was attained
about 9 weeks following the start of the Sanibel
experiment, and 4}~ weeks after the Tortugas
e~""perimentbegan.

AGE AT RECRUITMENT-MAXIMUM AGE

If, as Beverton and Holt (1957) argue, biological
rather than mere empirical significance be attached
to von Bertalanffy's equation and, further, if the
growth pattern as fixed by the constants computed
earlier be assumed reasonably typical of pre- as
well as postrecruit development, then extrapolation
of the curves in figure 9 to the left of to should
provide a rough index to the actual ("average")
age of shrimp making up each experimental popu
lation at the time it was established. Adding
this to the time lapsing between an experiment's
initiation and the attainment of minimum com
mercial size by its elements gives a measure of
age at recruitment. Fear that the von Berta
lanffy equation may not adequately describe
growth during the shrimp's earliest develop
mental stages should not deter pursuit of such an
index. No better approach to solving the vexa
tious problem of age deternlination in commercial
Penaeidae has yet been developed.

In treating accordingly the results of the Tor
tugas experiment (upon which all subsequent
analyses and diseussions will be based), a value
between 10 and 11 weeks was imlieated as the
probable age of shrimp released at the experi
ment's start. When this value is extended by the
4}6 weeks the marked shrimp required to reach
minimllm (,ommert::'ial ~ize; an approximation of
15 weeks for their age at recruitment is obtained.
Despite the likelihood that this value ma,y not be
too precise, its order of magnitude is quite reason
able in view of what has been observed in a species
closely related to (and often occurring with) the
pink shrimp, viz., the brown shrimp.

Along the Texas-Louisiallll Gulf eoast and with
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little year-to-year variat.ion in chronology, height
ened spawning aetivity in offshore brown shrimp
populations during February and March nor
mally results in large masses of postlarvae enter
ing adjacent estuaries during mid-March to
mid-April. Present studies by personnel at the
Bureau of Commereial Fisheries Biological Lab
oratory in Galveston, Tex., are yielding good
evidence that brown shrimp postlarvae, 8 to 12
mm. long when they reach the barrier island
passes, are on the order of 3 to 4 weeks 01d. 6

Once in inshore waters they grow very rapidly
and begin their seaward migration about mid
June as subadults of a size just below the 70
eount minimum established above. Thus, the
total lapse in time between hatching and attain
ment of 70-eount size (about 10.5 g.) is roughly
15 weeks, which agrees very well with the value
obtained for pink shrimp from the Tortugas
experiment.

One other growth-associated feature of pink
shrimp life history about whieh the yield equa
tion employed in a later section requires in
formation is the maximum age, on the average,
that this speeies attoains. For the common Pen
aeidae, it has been generally assumed on empirieal
grounds that 18 months (78 weeks) is a good
approximation thereto (Kutkuhn, 1962). Re
cent analyses of weight frequency distributions
in commercial pink shrimp landings indicate,
however, that the lapse between an age group's
reeruitment and its disappearance from the
fishery (i.e., its fishable life span) averages about
68 weeks (Kutkuhn, 1962). Hence, upon eom
bining this value with that of the species' average
age at recruitment ealculated above, a value of 83
weeks, believed to be a better estimate of maximum
age, is obtained.

ESTIMATION OF MORTALITY

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS

Computationally as well as coneeptually, meas
urement of mortality-espeeially natural mor
tality-is without question more intractable
than that of growth and therefore makes greater
demands on experimental data. Moreover, since
the investigator cannot guarantee that the results

e Lindner and Anderson (1956) offer supporting documentation in their
study 01 the contemporary white shrimp. P. eeli/true. whose postlarvae
are also estimated to be about the same age when they enter estuaries at
comparable sizes.
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of even the most carefully executed mark-recapture
experiment will satisfy all theoret,ieal requirement.s,
he is forced when att,empt.ing such measurement to
rely heavily upon eertain conditional assumptions
that mayor may not. be warrant.ed.

Potential sources of bias affeeting the aecuracy
of mortality est.imates anticipated from data
yielded by the Tortugas experiment have already
be.en disc.ussed. To reiterate, assumptions for
which reasonable substantiation was given are:
(l) No, or only negligible, losses of experimental
shrimp due to rough t.reatment at release, or to
predation during and immediately after release;
(2) no losses attributable nt, any time to nft.er
effects of the mark (dye); (3) little if any move
ment of mnrked shrimp from the range of effective
fishing during the experiment.; and (4) negligible
loss of recapt.ured shrimp because of failure to
report. them. Informat.ion indicating the percent
age loss due to nondetection was not obtained,
but, the manner in which commercial catches were
processed leaves little doubt. that the likelihood of
det,ecting marked shrimp wns high (ns was the
incentive t.o do so). Nevertheless, n necessary
assumpt.ion is that not only was the number of
recapt.ured but undetected shrimp low, but that.
the ratio of undetect,ed t.o detect.ed recapt.ures did
not chl1.nge during the experiment.

mEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

All present-day t.heory constitut.ing t.he frame
work of what is commonly termed "popull1tion
dynamics" has as it,s poi.nt of departure t,he con
cept that. t.he average rat.e of decline in any popula
t.ion (fish, shellfish, ete.) is at every instant pro
portional t.o populat.ion size. This relationship
may be simply expressed by the different.ial
equation

dN=_ZN
dt

which, upon int.egrntion, gives the geomet.ric
progression

(1)

wit.h common ratio e-z , No the initial population
si:r.e, and Nt the number in the population during
any of 11 series .of equal-width time intervals t.
Two parameters, No nnd Z, characterize the ex
pression, wit.h the coefficient Z referred to as the
inst,antaneous rate of total lllortl1lity.

DYNAMICS OF A PENAEID SHRIMP POPULATION

The foregoing theorem proves particularly use
ful in mark-recapture work since the initial size of
a ml1rked population, No, is almost always known.
In some situations this feat.ure readily permits the
separation of Z into its components, viz., (1)
mortality in the experimental population due to
recapture (fishing), and (2) losses of marked mem
bers due to alJ other causes. These quantities are
symbolized in the following analysis by the nota
tion F and X, respectively (Beverton and Holt,
1957). Of major interest is the coefficient X,
part of which represents true natural mortality,
hereinafter denoted by the symbol]jJ. Depend
ing on t.he acceptability of assumptions concerning
the degree to which marked members are not
prone to loss other than through fishing and natu
ral mortality, X itself can provide a reasonable
approximation of ]jJ.

As revealed earlier (fig. 5), the probability of a
marked shrimp being recaptured varied widely
during the Tortugas experiment. It follows that
the corresponding fishing mortality fluctuated
accordingly, and that. the effects of nonuniform
recapture effort. would therefore have to be
eliminated before attempting to measure total
mortality, Z, and, ultiull1tely, natural mortality,
]j1. Two approaches to the satisfact.ory measure
ment of Z with recapture data generated under
such circumst,anees are employed herein, whereas
only n single alternative offered itself as a solution
to the more difficult problem of estimating X
(Le., ]jf).

The first of the two methods used to determine
Z ent.ailed application of an analytical method
developed for the simple situation where fishing
effort (or intensit.y) does not change appreciably
during nn e~"'Periment. Its use here initially re
quired that, rather than assume withiJJ. each equal
width time interval a fixed but" bet.ween intervals,
a succ.essively different. (Le., a diseontinuous) fish
ing mortality, the number of recaptures accumu
lating in every time interval be adjusted to a con
tinuously uniform fishing effort throughout the
experiment (table 7). Such an approach clearly
infers thllt. had a static fishing effort prevailed,
the pattern of populat.ion decline expressed by
theorem (I)-with all bias constant or negligible
would have been reflect,ad. In other words,
removing the confounding' effects of a varying
fishing effort served t.o eliminat,e aU but. t.hat part.
of the overall recllpture probabilit.y that would
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TABLE 7.-Unadjus/.ed and adjusted numbers of ma.rked pink
shrimp recaptured duriny successit'e weeks of the Tortugos
e:rperimolt, September-December 1961

[Number IiIwrated INol=2,090]

have diminished prediet.ably as the experimental
populat.ion declined. It is not.eworthy that. ad
justment of ea,eh value in the reeapture time
series under discussion here was itself independent.
of time, and henee did not superimpose additional
bias whose presenee migh t further curtn.il tlle use
fulness of mort.alit.y eoeffieients to be estimat.ed
by regression t.echniques from dat,a already serially
correlated.

Sinee it was derived specifically to covel' the
gellernl case where fishing effort. varies t.hroughout
an experiment., t.he second method, which yielded
est.imates of X as well as Z, did not necessitate
any prelimillllry adjustment of raW data. In
large degree, measurements of Z by both tech
niques proved mutually confirmat.ory.

1 0.80 c(lnfidollce intervals.

FIGURE 10.-MQrtality of pink shrimp. CurvE's are fitted
to numbers of marked shrimp recaptured during suc~
cessive wE'eks of t,he Tort,ugas experiment (SeptembE'l~

DE'cember lH6l) and adjusted for nonuniform fishing
effort. [Number liberated (No) =2,090.] .

the marked population from t,be fishery (i.e., from
is to flO), and natural mortnlity just prior to and
over the same period (i.e., from f4 to flo), are
induded among the mnjor objectives of this
study.

The experiment may therefore be eonveniently
subdivided into two phases arbitrarily separated
by'n brief (I-week) interval of transition. They"
are: (1) A period in population development when
the fishery exercised modemte select.ivit,y-the
piwt.ially exploit-ed phase, whieh was eharaeterized
by vnrying degrees of purposive as well as geltr
select.ivit.y.: and (2) a period of nonselectivity-t.he
fully exploited phnse, during whieh every popultt
tion member was vulnerable to nll operatingeauses
of mortality.

lnil'

22.3 3.105
24.3 3.190
11. I 2.407
5.3 1.67Q

15.2 2.721
48.7 3.886
9. 2 ~. ::!19
4.1 1.411
0.6 -0.511

z: ~ I :-:~~~~~0.0 _
0.3 -1.204

n'f

\

Nmnber Log
Di~tri/)u- Estimated recaptured adjusted

tiOIl of total fishing per 1,000 numher
malcs effort' I,ours' rccapturcd

fishillgcffort

Thollsands
Percenl of honrs

47 55 2. 11±0. 23
6~ 51 2. 80±0. 52
44 54 3. 98±0. 30
15 47 2. 82±0. 3U
14 61 O. 9'J±O. 11

184 55 3. 78±0. 20
37 42 4. 04±0. 43
24 67 5. 83±0. 47
6 67 10. 07±O. 62
1 100 5. 43±0. 43
U 6. 98±0. 73
o 8. 92±0. 65
3 33 9. I4±O. 48

II'.j

Week of Number I
experiment recapturcd

0 _
L _
.,
3::::::::::::4 _
5 _
6 _
i ~

8 _
9 _
10 _
11 _
l~~ ._

Total Mortality During Partially Exploited Phase

Proeeeding from theorem 0), which, upon trans
fornHttion to logarithmie form, beeomes linen,r in
In N, llnd t, Bevert.on and Holt (1957, pp. 185-191)
give in terms of the recaptures themselves n com:"'""
parable expression int.ended for use with marked
popuhltions subjeeted t.o a uniform fishing (re
capture) effort. Thus, making approprinte
substitutions,

Subdivision of the Experiment

Prepa,mtory t,o mort,ality estimation, plots of the
ltdjusted Tortugas rectlpture dat,n revealed a
distinet but not unexpect.ed discont,inuit.y in the
pattern of exploitntion during the experiment
(fig. 10). Prior to its fifth week, in which most
members reached it size acknowledged to be the
conllnereial minimum, the experimentnl populn
tion experienced a Dlensurable !:tnl0unt. of pur
posively seleetive fishing. Not until the beginning
of the experiment's sixth week can it. be presumed
that recruitment to the "commel'cin1" populnt,ion
WitS effectively complete. Most interest itttaches
t.o the experiment's seeond phase since estimlltes
of fishing mortnlity between the points of eom
plete recruitment to and virtunl disllppearance of

d'll-_FN -FN -(F+XIIdf- ,- of.

nnd, ult.imately,

In }/2=111 "lIl-(F+X)T (2)
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where nil 11-2, ••• nl refer to the number of markea
individuals recaptmed during the first, second,
... i th time interval t, respectively; T=t i+l -fl

( = 1 week); F and X are the instantaneous co
efficients of reduction of marks due, respectively,
to fishing and to all causes other t.lllln fishing; and
(F+X)=Z. It follows from expression (2) that
a linear regression of the natural logarithms of
successive numbers of recaptmes on time gives
estimates of In nl and Z.

Fitting a regression to the logarithms of Tor
tugas recaptures grouped by weeks and adjusted
for nonuniform fishing effort (viz., In n; through
In n.~, where the prime indicn,tes an adjusted
value) yielded an e.stimate of 0.76 for Z, the only
parameter of interest dming the experiment's
initial phase. Figure 10 shows that the regression
enjoyed a good fit.

Obviously, a measurable amount of (selective)
fishing effort contribute(l to the total mortalit,y
value so obtained, though by far the greater share
of this value is presumed attributable to natural
causes. Only a very minor part, is believed due to
the "other-loss" factors defined earlier. There is
moreover, no statistical evidence of any differential
vulnerability of sexes during the partially exploited
phase. Despite the slower growt,h noted for males,
the sex ratio of recaptures never depart,ed signifi
cant.ly from that observed at the start of the experi
ment (table 7). In summary, a small amount of
fishing ac.tivity dming the experiment's first phase
wns sufficient to demonstrat.e an apparently high
con-esponding rate of natural mortality, which, as
will be shown lat.er, continued well into the second
or fully exploited phase. Here it became associ
ated wit,h the relatively high rate of fishing
mortality established at the moment recruitment
was completed.

Mortality During Fully Exploited Phase

After plotting the logarithms of the adjusted
numbers of shrimp recaptured during the first 5
weeks of the Tortugas experiment's fully exploited
phase, and observing that they, too, all fell nearly
in a straight line (fig. 10), computation of their
linear regression on time [equation (:~)] gave a fil'st
estimate of Z= 1.39 for the instantaneous co
efficient of mark reduction due to aU causes.

Attempts to subdivide the resulting Z into its
fishing mortality and "other-loss" components

DYNAMICS OF A PENAEID SHRIMP POPULATION

proved impractical, however, when recapture data
adjusted for varying fishing effort were substi
tuted in techniques implicitly designed for un
adjusted data generated by a uniform effort.
Inspection of the basic equations involved (Bever
ton and Holt, 1957, p. 190, equations 14.15 and
14.16) reveals that the soundness of F and X (or
]'11) estimated therewith may be influenced not only
by the size of No (or any specified equivalent), but
also by variation in the relative magnitude of the
antilog of In nl (or its counterpart), where the
latter value is derived by means analogous to
equation (:3). It will be recalled t,hat initial
treatment of the recaptw'e data entailed their
being grouped on a weekly basis, and then adjusted
w~thin each time unit for nonuniformit.y of fishing
effort between units by a factor equal to the re
eiprocal of the quantity (11)00-3), with fl repre
senting the overall effort in homs expended on the
fishing grounds during the 1:th weekly interval
(table 7). Subsequent difficulty stems from the
arbitrary nature of the at,tenuation index, 10-3,

which must be selected so as to yield adjusted
recapture values having an average order of mag
nitude moderately close to that of the unadjusted
values.

Whereas analysis of recapture data so adjusted
provides [through expression (2)] a good estimate
of the total-loss coefficient Z = (F+X), such sub
jeetive treat.ment impa.rts bias of Wlknown degree
to the values for F and X when these are delineated
by the equations mentioned above. This bias will
be proportional to the value of 'TIl as estimated by
expression (2), and, aecordingly, to the reIn.tive
size of the adjustment index employed. The real
problem, however, lies in not being able to specify
satisfactorily the relationship between No and
the estimated initial vnlue of the: recaptme time
series based upon adjusted data, as contrasted to
that. between No and the corresponding value of
the time-series involving unadjusted data.

Drawing support from the fundament,al theorem
stil,ting that over a given time interval 1', fishing
mortality is proportionnl to fishing effort (or
intensity), i.e., Fr=cf" Beverton and Holt (1957,
p. 192) derive solely in terms of recapture and
related effort values a useful equation which
furnishes-independent of No-an estimate of
the other-loss coefficient X, regarded herein for
the reasons outlined earlier as II close approxima-
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tion of M. This equtl,tion is given by

2.0 FULLY EXPLOITED
PHASE

------1----1·------------

O-+-,---,---,-----,r---.--,---,----.-----,r---.------i

FIGURE ll.-Estimating tllP other-loss coefficient X using
eqnltt,ion (3) of t.E'xt. [Refer t,o table S for description
of data and associated stat,ist.ics.]

I 'rr~:lte("l her~. ~s sync)11ytnQ\.lS with .(is.hi11f1 intt'w!litlJ whil~.h. i.n bro~dE.'.r gel)
gr:lphiflal :l.f.lPlk~lt.ion th~ln is lwrt:" nt:"~ss:lry. is. explicitly dE."fined U-'i. fishing
cffort (J~r unit. "rca: dat:l r~(Jre5ent only th:lt amollllt of effo~t expcnded on
the Tortugas fishing grounds inside the :)(I·fatl1om contour (re tablc ~).
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TABLE S.-Statistics employe.d to estimate with equation (3)
of text the. other-loss coe.ffieicnt X for the fully exploited
pha.~e of the TortI/gas e:rperlmenl

[Rcsulting F valncs are !;iwn iu the hlst colnmn; <=0.171]

directly llssoeiated with it both spntially and
tempomlly, the funct.iomll relationship between
fishing mortality and fishing effort, (or int.ensity)
stated above.

Trl1,nsfol'mntion of estimated F and X to eo1'
responding weekly rtltes of reduetion in marks
resuIt.ed in values of 0.62 for t.hllt. due to fishing,
lllld 0.42 for that due to all other e-auses (see
Ricker, 1958, p. 25, for discussion of relat.ionships).
These resuhs, while iudie-ative of greater mortality
pressure, on parent shrimp populations than hn,d

where T signifies t,he width (in weekly units) of
experimental time intervn.Is I' or 7'+ 1, n identifies
the number of recaptures in the same intervals,
and c denotes the avernge coefficient of propor
tionality relat,ing fishing mortality t.o fishing
effort, fr.

Equat.ion (3), accounting inherent.ly for varying
fishing effort, is linear in}r and a logarit.hmic ex
pression (left side) corresponding to the ratios il~

successive time intervnls of the numerical abun
<limce of marked individunls eomposing the experi
mental populntion. Accordingly, simple regres
sion procedures involving at. least t,wo itern.tions
lead to fairly good estimates of c and X, the slope
and y-intercep1. , respect,ively. The laU.er vftlue
mllY be viewed llS II measw'e of t:he average total
loss rate that would have prevailed during the
experiment in the ttbsence of any fishing activity.

Use of expression (3) assumes thn,t· bias intro
duced by the practieal need to treat fishing effort
as a discont,inuous function of time is negligible.
Its appliclltion to tlppropriate recapture dtlta tlnt!
eorresponding values of effective fishing effort,
gave, aher three iterations, estimates of c=O.171,
X=0.55, and aVertlge F=0.96 for t.he fully
exploited phase of the Tortugas experiment (fig.
11). Int.erestingly, ·the resuhing value for Z=
(F+X)=1.51 compared quit,e favombly with t.he
prelimiuary value ealeuhtted earlier, viz, Z= 1.39,
differing on the order of but 9 percent. Relevtmt
statistics llre presented in t.tlble 8. Not.e here the
ineorporation of effort <hlta slight.ly modified fnJln
those used earlier to obt.ain the preliminn,ry esti
mat.e of Z. The decision t,o subjeet to ltnalysis
only those measurement.s of effort. expended in
side 20 fllthoms was prompted by t.he obsel'vlttion
that none of the 252 nUIJ.·ked shrimp retrieved
during the period of int.erest (t1lble 8) was )'e
ctlptured beyond this range. Sueh adjustment
seemed ne.cessary t.o minimized the likelihocJd of
violating, in terms of the experimentttl population
and tlHlt portion of the fishery's overnll activity

+hl {(cfr+X)(:-e-I.~J'+I+X)~'+l)}J
(cfr+1+X) (l-e-Ic!,+XlT,)

=cfr-tX (3)
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been widely spectulat.ed, are not unreasonable
when one considers the species' high reproductive
potential, short life expectil.ncy, gregarious habits,
and, presumably, its sensit,ivity to environmentnl
fluctuations. Such characteristics, as they con
trol population development, are not atypical of
Arthropoda in general.

Returning to the matter of discontinuity in
tempornl distribution of recaptures during the
Tortugas experiment (table 7, fig. 10), observe now
thnt its further reconciliation is possible. The
vnlue obtained for X, 0.55, which is henceforth
assumed for the reasons noted earlier to have been
practicnlly all due to natural causes, is readily
contoined in the tot,al-loss coefficients estimated
for bot.h partially and fully exploited phases, viz,
0.76 ltnd 1.51, respectively. If natural mortalit,y
is presumed to have been effectively constltl~t
through the tmnsition period, then th~ difference
in residuals (fishing mortalities, F=0.21 versus
F=0.96) may be immedhttely attributed to eeSStt
t~on.of se'~etive fishing aecompanied by an abrupt
rIse m fishmg rate upon completion of recruitment.
It appears thttt had the low rate of recapture
established during the partially exploited plutse
continued, subsequent computations would also
have led to an estimate for X (hence M) eompu.
ruble to that determined from existing data for the
fully exploited phase.

That the instantaneous rates of mortality do not
remnin eonstant over extended periods of time but
diminish with age is suggested by a small number
of marked shrimp having been recnptured lnte in
the experiment. Note in figure 10 that their cor
responding logarithm fell fnr to the right of the
line fitted to those of ltdjust.ed numbers of reeap
tures made earlier in the experiment.

In summnry, the foregoing results are inter
preted to reflect exclusively conditions in thttt age
group of shrimp represented by the experiment-Ill
population, and hence should only be applied with
great caution in other fisheries, or to other llge
groups at different seasons. Every age group (as
herein defined) is but one of It succession of groups
that nlllY overhtp seveml sensons. Ench is there
fore likely to be subjected at every stage of de
velopment t.o different levels of exploitation ns well
ns t.o changing ecologienl conditions, with the hiO'h

• b

expect.at.lOn t.hnt mort.ality parameters will vary
ltceordingly.

DYNAMICS OF A PENAEID SHRIMP POPULATION

YIELD IN WEIGHT AS A FUNCTION OF
AGE (SIZE) AT RECRUITMENT

T.o n~swer ~h~ fundament.nl question posed
earher, It remaUls now to express t.he interaetion
of population growth and mort.nlity in terms of
expected yield when nge (or size) ttt reeruitment is
varied over a wide range of values. Thus, so that
the ~ommercial return from a part,icular age group
(or, 111 general, all age groups eombined) will be
maximal, at what average nge of shrimp, under the
eonditions of. observed growth and mortality,
should harvestmg begin?

THEORETICAL POPULATION MODEL

A .sati.sfaet.ory answer mny be provided through
apphcatIOn of anyone of several mathematical
population models, or annlogs, whieh have been
developed to facilit.ate study of the dynamies of
open, self-maintaining biologieal systems (e.g.,
Watt, 1956; Beverton and Holt, 1957; Rieker,
1958). N?twit.hstanding it.s possible shortcomings,
all. of WhICh are. thoroughly discussed at appro
prIate stnges in its derivation, the simple model
developed and applied by Beverton and Holt
(1957, pp. 35-38 and 309-327) was chosen for the
purposes of this study because it offered the most
straightforward solut,ion to a praetieal problem.

Deterministic in nnt-ure, Le., growth and mor
tality are' presumed effectively eonstant from
recruitment onward to the end of the species
fishable life spnn, the expression for the shrimp
population's mean weekly biomnss over this period
is given by

where F and AI are, respectively, the coefficie.nts
of instantnneous fishing and natural mortality'
l,y,'''CD, K., and t~ are the growth parameters defin;d'
enr~ier; R represents the number of shrimp re
crUIted weekly to the fished population; tp' is the
age, corresponding to the minimum eommerehtl
size referred to above, itt whieh reeruitment is no
~on?er influenced by seleetive fishing; X=h-tp '

m~lCates the P?pulttt.ion's fishable life splm (h
bemg the speeles mean life expectaney); and
p=tp.-tp designates tm interval during whieh
some recruitment oceurs because of ~eleetive
fishing but population decline is mainly attrib
utable to naturnl causes (tp indicating the age at
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which shrimp become liable to selective capture
but, generally speaking, have not yet attained
commercial acceptability). In practice, for a given
set of conditions, p is usually negligible and tp' and tp

may be considered equivalent. The remaining
notation arises from the need, during the model's
development, to expand the exponential term of
the von Bertalanffy growth equation.

Thus, if we let b=3,

may be algebraically transformed to

where the appropriate coefficients of the binomial
expansion are

00=+1,01=-3, 0:!=+3, 03=-1

with n taking the values 0, 1,2, and 3. Although
earlier analysis of the weight-length relationship
suggested that growth in pink shrimp is not truly
isometric, use of the foregoing model assumes, for
practical purposes, that it is. Actually, the minor
effects of a departure from isometry should be
taken into account by appropriately varying W.. ,
but failure to do so here does not lessen the
v~lidity of later findings.

From the biomass equation just postulated, it
follows that an expression for the mean weekly
yield of the fished population may be represented
by .

YU'=FPI~"

And since R, the recruitment, is the only one
of the parameters describing P:V that is not
ordinarily amenable to measurement, further
modification results in

Yw FP'w 3 0 e-nK(lp'-I~l

R=T=FrMiW..~ F+1Jl+nK
(l_e-(l"+M+nKlA) (4)

hereinafter referred to as the expected yield m
weight per recruit.

DETERMINATION OF YIELD MAXIMUMS

By varying tp" and hence p and X, curves of
yield as a function of age can be generated with
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equation (4) for fixed values of the remammg
parameters. The process obviously entails prior
establishment of some absolute minimum value
for tp , this value corresponding in subsequent
analyses to a size below which all shrimp are not
only commercially unacceptable, but also incom
pletely vulnerable to the gear in common use.

Yield Curve for Observed Parameter Values

We have, from the Tortugas experiment and
other sources, the following values for the indicated
parameters:

M=0.55 '=0.68 week

F-0.96 tA=83 weeks

K=0.07 tp= 15 weeks 7

W..=42.0 g.

Recall also that }.=tA-tp' and p=tp.-tp. Sub
stituting these in equation (4) and solving it for
each of not less than nine carefully spaced values
of tp" the yield curve farthest to the left in figure 12
was obtained. It is immediately apparent from
this figure that in a population whose development
is governed by growth and natural mortality of the
magnitude observed for the Tortugas pink shrimp
population, peak biomass is attained somewhat
before, rather than after, the average shrimp
reaches a size equivalent to the present commercial
minimum. Growth, although relatively high in
contrast to that determined for a variety of species
supporting other commercial fisheries, evidently
cannot compensate (to man's economic advantage)
for losses accruing to a high natural mortality.
Nor is postponement of full-scale exploitation
indicated unless reduced environmental effects
can be expected to result in a markedly lower
natural mortality. Under observed conditions,
delaying exploitation until the shrimp reach a
greater initial size would indeed result in a negli
gible gain in yields of so-called premium shrimp,
but only at the expense of a significant reduc
tion in the total y'ield of all sizes.

Yield Curves Theorizing Lower Levels of Natural
Mortality

Of the parameter estimates obtained in this
study, by far the firmer and at the same time the
least subject to wide temporal variation are those

7 Age roughly corre~pondinll to the minimum commercial size 0170 headless·
eount.
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FIGURE 12.-Yield in weight per recruit against age at
recruitment for different levels of nat.ural mort.ality (M)
in a population of pink shrimp. [F=O; 96, K=0.07;
W co =42.0 g.; A indicat.es an observed as contrasted to
a hypothetical value.]

mortality, the associated error would have had to
be rather large before the general conclusion just.
reached could be viewed with suspicion. The
present example also shows that with a natural
mortality of 0.05 (which· is untenably low for
shrimp), the highest yield is obtained when age at
recruitment is increased to about 23 weeks, this
corresponding to a shrimp size of roughly 31-35,
headless-count. Dashed portions to the left of tp

arbitrarily designate the likely order and shape of
the yield curves for that part of the hypothetical
population not yet possessing economic worth.

Effects of Variation in Rates of Growth and Exploitation

To illustrate how changes in the critical factors
of growth and fishing mortality influence the yield
curve's shape and the position of i.ts maximum
point, curves for selected (hypothetical) parameter
values are compared with those derived above for
observed values. If yield is described as a func
tion of age at recruitment for varying rates of
growth (fig. 13A), it will be noted that the effect
of a higher rate of growth than that observed is
an increase in amplitude of the yield curve and a
shift in its ma1>:imum point to the left, with what
ever recruitment size is designated as the standard
minimum remaining the same as before. In other
words, every shrimp reaches the smallest ac
ceptable size at an earlier age. Conversely, at a
given level of natural mortality, a lower rate of
growth tends to decrease curve amplitude and
move the point of maximum yield to the right,
the minimum marketable size again remaining
fixed but being attained at a later age.

Exercising care to judge each new set of condi
tions on its own merits, it appears that increased
rates of growth such as postulated in figure 13A
would still not be sufficient to jusLify any advance
of recruitment age where a high natural mortality
prevails. At a low mortality level, an advance of
recruitment age is indicated only when concurrent
growth is also of a low order. Hence, for a fixed
natural mortality, successively higher rates of
growth would merely dictat.e a ret.rogression in
recruitment age (but not size) if maximum yield is
to be achieved. This relationship implies no
change in minimum acceptable size at recruitment
but, instead, as in the observed situation where low
growth rat.e complements high natural mortality, a
greater overall yield by the age group involved
during its fishable life span.
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describing growth. In contrast, greater variation
would be expected for natural mortality since it
may be readily conceived ,as the more sensitive
to and hence the more likely of the density
dependent parameters to reflect even the most
subtle of environmental vagaries. In other words
the potentialities for growth in the individual' are
largely predetermined within rather narrow limits
by the characteristics of the species; those for
natural mortality, which are enhanced through
great prolificness, largely by the environment..

With this in mind, additional curves were
generated in like manner for four hypothetical and
successively lower values of the natural mortality
coefficient (fig. 12). These illustrate very clearly
what happens when, with respect to some economic
standard tp , natural mortality becomes in
creasingly compatible with growth. For any
magnitude of exploitation (F), maximum yields
will always occur at higher levE-ls and at more
advanced recruitment ages as natural mortality
establishes itself at lower and lower levels. Under
the growth restrictions imposed here, postponing
initiation of exploitation would not be justified
unless the observed natural mortality rate were
on the order of 0.10 or less. I t may be argued
now that even if the observed value for AI (0.55)
constituted a gross overestimate of the true natural
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YIELD IN VALUE AS A FUNCTION OF AGE
(SIZE) AT RECRUITMENT

o -- r 0
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 eo

il' J:.
AGE AT RECRUITMENT (..cp')

(Weeks)

FIGURE 13.--:-Yield in weight per recruit against age at
recrllitl11ell t for observed and hypot.hetical levels of
growth (K), fishing mortality (F), and nntmal mortality
(M) in :l population of pink shrimp. [In plate A,
F=0.!J6, IV eo =42.0 g., and the ordinate thrQlIgh t.= 15
weeks refers, in t.erms of corresponding shrimp size,
only to t.he curves for K = 0.07; in plntc B, K = 0.07 and
'Yeo =42.0 g.; A indicates an observed value.!
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Perhaps more men,ningful to the entrepreneur is
n,n indication of the size n,t which ha.rvest.ing should
commence so thnt 1.01.111 shrimp production will
enjoy highest possible value. Necessitat.ed by
consumer demnnds, n. well-known ehari\.cterist.ic of
the Gulf coast. shrimp indus\'ry is the gradatioll of
ex-vessel price according to the size of shrimp
landed and sold. Knowledge of the price-size
relationship may be used to n.dvn,nt.nge in de
termining where, in different growth nnd mortality
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By comparison, chn,nges in the level of fishing
may be expected to produce only relatively minor
differences in both the position and height of yield
curve maximums (fig. 13B). The revelat.ion that
the magnitude of fishing (F) is actually of little
concern when deciding Itt what age or size to begin
harvesting It resource in order to .achieve ma.ximum
yields should not create the impression t.hat fishing
mortality has no significance at all. Alt.hough
maximum utilization of a domestic shrimp resource
is the issue under discussion here, the fact remains
that resource maintenance is still the overriding
object.ive of shrimp research. As point.ed out.
earlier, the matter of recruitment age or size is at
this poin1. largely one of economics. Yet to be
answered is the question of how much (in cont.rast
to what size) shrimp may be harvested and still
have sufficient. residual to maintain the resource at
the highest level consistent with projected environ
mental conditions. In effect., rat.her than inquir
ing as to the optimum tp', we should perhaps be
asking: What. is the optimum F?

Employing commercial fishery statist.ics, a prior
analysis of the Tortugas pink shrimp stock gave
rise to speculation that a decline in production over
the period 1956-59 was attributable more to poor
utilizatiqn of supplies than t.o too intensive fishing
and hence improper maintenance of the stock
(Kutkuhn, 1962). The observation was made that
increasingly heavy exploitnt-ion of new recruits, as
they enter the fishing grounds and before their .
average growt.h rate renches It maximum, nppeared
to have systematieally reduced annunl biumas:,;.
Alt.hough this conclusion seems to be in conflict
with the findings of the present study, it must be
stressed that. the enrlier analysis was necessarily
cursory due to certain dat.n inndequacies and that
it attempted t.o genernlize over a· long period of
time and It variety of conditions. In contrnst, the
results reported here represent a well-orgnnized
effort t.o acquire the information needed to answer
specifically t.he question posed. They are thel'e
fore quite explicit where the others were not., nnd,
llccordingly, merit much grenter attention nlld
could even be put t·o interim use.

The present findings clo not, however, constitute
the final solut.ion to the stated quest.ion. As did
those of the first. nnn!ysis, t.hey only reflect. t.he
accumulntion of more llnd better dat.a, and merely
serve as one of severnl nlltieipnt.ed stepping stones
toward an unassailable objective.
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situations, t.he curve of yield value on recruitment
age reaches a maximum.

VALUE IN RELATION TO SIZE

For the purposes of this study, part.ieuln,r atten
tion was given the price st.ructure for pink shrimp
landed at Key West, Fla., during the Tortugas
experiment., Sept.ember t.o December. 1961 (t.able
9). A plot of mean price on whole-weight. equiva
lents for each of 11 size (headless-count) categories
sugge.ste.d that price. could be tre,ated as a logarith
mic function of weight (fig. 14). The empirical
rehttionship proved to be satisfactorily described
by an equation of the form

p=a+ b In [In w],

where p signifies the price per pound, w is the cor
responding weight on lLn individulLl-sbrimp basis,
and a, and b denote constants. -Note that the ex
pression htts been rendered discontinuous at a
shrimp weight of slightly more than 10 g., which
corresponds to the minimum commercial size of
70 headless-count recognized earlier, and which
commanded the lowest price then in effect, (fig. 14).
Dealers accepting them paid the prevailing min
imum rate (30 cents per pound) for all smaller
shrimp.

Having established a rensonsbly fl.ceeptable
expression for the basic relationship between
mar-ket price and individual shrimp weight. it was
then possible to develop one relating the la.t,ter
variable to corresponding shrimp value (fig. 14).

Data generated in the process served the needs of
subsequent analyses.

VALUE AS A FUNCTION OF TIME

Since shrimp value increases predictably with
weight, a corollary is that it behaves similarly with
respect to time. Thus, simple transformation of
weight to value units results in a temporal distri
bution of points which may be empiricttlly defined
by the growth eqUtttion employed in a previous
section. By treat,ing the Tortugas experimental
data (tnble 4) accordingly, estimates of the con
stnnts in the regression of value on time were
computed. The c,ounterparts of lV<D and K,
respectively, V",,=4.8 cents approximnted the
shrimp's ma,ximum llottltinable value, and K.=0.08
represented an index of the rate of value decrease;
t~; remained fixed at 0.68 week, the value em
ployed above in the description of growth in
weight. When fitted to the experimentttl obser
vations, the resulting expression for shrimp weight
in terms of value as a function of time yielded a
curve over the range of values 0.5 to 5.0 cents
(per shrimp) closely compnrable to tbnt given by
the corresponding expression for growth in weight.

DETERMINATION OF YIELD-IN-VALUE
MAXIMUMS

After appropriate substitutions were made for
the above growth-in-value constants, solution of,
equation (4) for various recruitment ages (tp') nt
ench of four levels of natural mortality (lM) per
mitted construction of the desired yield-in-value

TABLE g.-Weekly eX-l'essel prices paidjor pink shrimp landed at Key West, Fla., 1961

[Values are iu cents per p<JUnol for headless shrimp graded by sample (box) count],

79
81
81
81
81
76
76
79
8AJ
80
82
8:3
82
82
8~

84

80.5
41.7

20

Size category i,Number per pound-he'ldless)

68-72 61-67 66-60 51-55 46-50 41-45 36-40 31-35 ~6-30 21-25 15-

----------------------------
32 40 41 50 51 57 59 64 69 74
31 36 41 46 51 56 61 6tl 71 76
:Jl 31 41 46 51 66 61 66 71 76
:!8 34 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 ;6
:!8 34 41 46 51 56 61 66 71 76
23 29 36 41 46 51 54 61 66 71
23 29 36 41 46 51 56 61 66 71
26 32 39 44 49 54 59 64 69 74
29 35 4~ 47 51 fdj tU 65 70 75
:J9 35 42 47 51 56 61 65 -70 75
32 38 4.; 50 54 58 6~ 67 n 77
32 38 45 50 54 58 O:! 67 "~ 77.-
32 38 45 50 54 58 /12 /17 n 77
3~ 38 45 50 54 58 6~ 67 72 77
32 38 45 50 54 58 6::! 67 i2 77
34 40 47 52

56160164169
74 79

294 35. 3 42.0 47.3 ------;J.5 -'--s6.2 ----00.5- ----;;;:s 70.5 75. 5
10.5 1l.4 12.6 la.8 ~3 ~O m2 Ul 211.1 32.5

Mean • _
Whole-weight equivalents (g.l.. _

Week ending

Sept. it~~~ :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
30 • '. _

Oct. 7 .. _
14_ . _
::!1_. ~ _

Nov. ~~.: ~ ~~============:::=: ~=: ~= ~::: =~~1L • _
18 _
:!5 ~ _

D~c. 2_. • _
9 . _

111.. _

~. -- - -- -- ------- ------------ - --- - --30 • . _

1 Source: Market News Service. Bureau of c.ommerclal Fisheries. U.S. Fish and Wildlile Service.
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eurves (fig. 15). Upon comparing these with the
yield-in-weight curves shown in figure 12, the
most noticeable (though not necessarily significant)
difference is seen in the relative positions of their
maximum points. Unless natural mortality is
extremely low, highest economic yield from a
given age group during its fishable life span
clearly occurs when exploitation begins as soon as
the average shrimp attains commercial acceptance.
In all but those circumstances where extraordi
narily low natural mort.ality operates, no advance
ment of the recruitment age is indicated. This
implies, of course, that the relationship between
price and size holds relatively static.

Of interest is the general observation that, in
situations where postponement of exploitation
may be in order, maximum economic yield can be
expec.ted at a recruitment age (or size) slightly
lower than that suggested for maximum biological
yield. Figures 12 and 15 for 1\.-[=0.05 illust.rate
this very nicely. Note t.hat the yield-in-weight
curve (fig. 12) reaches its highest point at a
recruitment size of about 31-35 count (headless),
whereas the yield-in-value maximum occurs
roughly at a headless-count somewhere between
36 and 40 (fig. 15). This difference is of appreci
able biological magnitude and eRn be largely attrib
uted t,o the somewhat higher rate of growth in terms
of value (K.=0.08 versus K=0.07). To reit.erate,
at levels of natural mortality known to be well
within the range of expectation, the total yield of
a given age group during its fishable life span will
be maximal only when fishing begins at the mini
mum marketable size. Post,ponement to a larger
initial size would engender economic loss.
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o
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NUMBER - per - POUNO EQUIVIl.LENTS (HEIl.DLESSI
NO 0 0 0

r;-~f:g'?~ Y ~ '? ~

m~i5~*~ ~: N

67.54.lll" 1.oz.(.(V") + 34.65hl. {J~··)-3745u1-192:?
/If" • ------=-:..:....:..---:.='=573."""0:.:....::...----=-::..-.:.:-

~~, ---,---------,-,,I J
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C'J1I'\1f')1Ii,... ..... "'l'I"l
~ ~:i ~ -CORRESPONDING NUMBER-PER-POUND EQUIVALENTS
I I (Headless)

6 10 I 20 25 -EXPECTED WEIGHT (g.)
" I 2.5

FIGtTRE 14.-Ex-vessel price (p) against weight (10) of pink
shrimp landed at Key West, Fla., during September
December 1961. Also shown are the expression for con
verting pric.e t.o value (I') on an individual-shrimp basi!:',
and the resulting plot of value as a funct,ion of shrimp
weight. In the upper left-hand corner, the value per
shrimp in cents is graphed as a function of price per pound
in the same units.
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FIGURE 15.-Yield in value per recruit against age at
recruitment for different levels of natural mortality in It

population of pink shrimp. [F=O.96; K.=O.08; V",
=4.8 cents (per shrimp); A indicates an observed as
contrasted to a hypothetical value.]

Measures of growth and mortality in a popula
tion of pink shrimp obtained simultaneously by
the mark-recapture technique permitted critical
examination of the interrelationship of these
parameters in assessing present utilization of the
resource.

Of 2,090 earefully graded, precommereial-size
shrimp injected with blue dye and released in late
September (1961) at a point on the periphery of the
well-known Tortugas (Florida) fishing gruunds,
443 (21 pereent) were returned during the ensuing
3 months. Recapture (commercial fishing) effort
was closely surveyed throughout this experiment

SUMMARY
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and then used to remove the effects of its uneven
distribution from subsequent mortnlity estimates.
Results of an earlier mark-reca.pture experiment
performed with the same species but in an adjacent
area and for a different purpose corroborated
growth-parameter est,imates from the Tortugas
experiment.

After the various metric relationships used to
convert length to weight units were documented,
the von Bertalanffy growth function was fitted to
the mean weights (sexes combined) of nlluked
shrimp recaptured during successive, equal-width
time intervals characterizing each experiment.
The more meticulously executed Tortugas experi
ment yielded for the function's parameters the
values: IF,,,,=42.0 g.; [(=0.071; and t~=0.68

week. Weekly growth in weight during the rec
tilinear phase of the observed growth pattern
averaged 1.5 g., which corresponded to a length
increment of about 3.4 mm. In terms of com
mercial count size, the average experimental
shrimp required 12 weeks to increase in size from
133 t,o 37 headless-count. Minimum commercial
size (70 headless-count) was reached approxi
mately 4% weeks after the expe.dment began, and
at an estimated age of 15 weeks. The life expe.('t.
ancy of the pink shrimp was assumed on the basis
of other studies to be about 83 weeks.

The Tortugas experiment had to be subdivided
into partially exploited and fully exploited phll,ses
before fishing nnd nntural mortality could be
calculated. Rates of total mark-loss during both
phases were estimated by regression techniques
from recnpture datIl grouped by weeks and ndjust
ed for nonuniform fishing effort. Sepllration of the
vnlue obtained for the fully exploit,ed phase into
its fishing and natural mortnlity components, F
and ~1 respect.ively, proved impract,ical, however,
when attempts were made to apply ma.thematicIlI
procedures designed specifically to accommodllte
unadjusted recapture data gene.rated by a constant
fishing effort. Difficulty a.rose from an inn.bility
to eva.luate sat.isfite.torily the a.bsolute size of the
experimental population ll.t. the start, of its fully
exploited phase. Subsequent measurement of F
and ~f by Il procedure independent, of the inithll
size of the marked popuhltion's second phase, and
inherently accounting for varying fishing effort
throughout" yielded estinHltes of 0.96 and 0..55
respectively. Their transformation to weekly

DYNAMICS OF A PENAEID SHRIMP POPULATION

mortlllity rates gave the corresponding values
0.62 and 0.43. Notwithstanding statisticallimita
tions, these observntions draw attention to the
fact that llt least in some a.reas, certnin a.ge groups
(or broods) of commercial shrimp may be sub
jected to rather rapid deterioration from artificial
as well as natural ca.uses.

After substituting therein observed llnd hypo
thetical vlllues for the parameters of growth llnd
mortality, Il relntively simple yield equation was
solved for each in n series of selected age-nt-recruit
me.nt values. With 15 weeks (corresponding to a
size of 70 headless-count) est,nblished as the
absolute commercial minimum age and thereby
serving ns the point of departure. the resulting
eurves of yield on Ilge nt recruitment clelll'ly
showed that unless the expected level of l1llt,urnl
mortnlity falls well below that, observed, post
ponement of fishing until shrimp rench n great.er
init.i,ll age (or size) is not justified. Observed
growth, although comparat.ively high, cannot offset.
concurrent losses due to the substnntial nat.um.l
morttllity t.hat, seemingly prevails when shrimp
aV!lilability is Ill. n maximum. Delll,ying the start
of harvesting would subsequently result in slightly
gre.at.er catches of shrimp in the lnrger size catc,
gories, but only Ilt, the expense of nn appreciably
diminished ovemll catch.

Even more eonvineing were the results of It

similar IUlnlysis in which weight, nnd hence the
growt.h funet.ion's pnl"llmet.ers were expressed in
terms of vnlue. For nny level of naturnl mort,nlity
(observing t,he rest,riction imposed by the absolute
eommercial minimum presently in effect), maxi
ml1m yield in value is nttained when fishing cmll
mences at a shrimp size perceptibly below thnt. at,
which maximum yield in weight. would be expected.

The quest,ions tentntively nnswered by this
study hnve fnr greater implications from nn eco
nomic t,han from a. biologieal standpt)int.. Still of
great concern is the problem of re~ource mainte
IH\.llCC. 'We are ullquest.ionnbly in a better posit.iun
to judge when, in t.he development. of lllly age
group, the harvesting of shrimp should begin so llS

to obt.ain maximum produet.inn therefrom. But
it remains for us to evnlua.t.e that. level tlf fishing
which. for a. given set. of envil'(Hlmentnl conditions
fi,nd for the shrimp resomce ttS a wht.lle. is mo:,;t
conducive to 0111' ultimate objeetive: nltlximum
equilibrium yield.
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